By Train from Haneda Airport

The stations closest to the conference venue are the **Iidabashi** stations (Iidabashi Station on the Chuo-Sobu Line (Local Service), and Iidabashi stations on the subway lines). Here we explain one of the easiest routes to get to Iidabashi Station on the Chuo-Sobu Line (on the map):

```
Haneda Airport International Building
  ↓ Tokyo Monorail* (13-21 min., 490 yen)
  ↓ JR† Yamanote Line (9-10 min.)
  ↓ JR Chuo-Sobu Line (6-7 min.)
  ↓ Iidabashi
```

* Please don't confuse **Tokyo Monorail** with another company, "Keikyu (Keihin Kyuko)".
† **JR** means JR East (East Japan Railway Company).

**Examples** of the trains on the **Yamanote Line** (left) and the **Chuo-Sobu Line** (right):

Some trains might have slightly different front faces, but all Yamanote Line trains have **green** lines and all Chuo-Sobu Line trains have **yellow** lines.